Top Home
Security
Products
Whether you want extra protection
against intruders or the ultimate
surveillance system, we've compiled
a list of the top home security
products to keep you safe.

Doorbell
Cameras

Smart
Locks

Never open the door for a
stranger again. Doorbell
cameras allow you to
monitor your doorstep
without having to open
the door or peek through
the window.

Forget keys. Install smart
locks, and have complete
home access control.
These automated devices
allow you to lock and
unlock doors through your
smartphone.

Surveillance
Cameras

Carbon Monoxide
Detectors
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Over 7 million property

An average of 430 people

crimes occurred

die each year from

nationwide in 2016. Video

carbon monoxide

surveillance systems with

exposure. Get alerted as

24/7 recording features

soon as carbon monoxide

and mobile alerts ensure

is detected, and protect

your most valuable items

you and your loved ones

are safe from intruders.

from the toxic gas.

Image
Sensors

Glass-Break
Detectors
3

More than 90 percent of

Reduce the risk of

police responses to

burglaries, and secure the

burglaries turn out to be

most fragile part of your

false alarms. Image

home with glass-break

sensors provide real-time

detectors. These devices

visuals and alerts to help

detect frequencies that

reduce false alarms, and

accompany the breaking

protect your home in

of glass and trigger an

case of a break-in or fire.

audible alarm.

Smoke
Detectors

Smart
Lights
4

Three of every five

No more stumbling into a

residential fire deaths

dark home searching for

result from fires in homes

the light switch. Utilize

without smoke detectors.

smart lights to uncover

Find comfort knowing you

potential hiding spots for

have safeguards in place,

intruders. Set automated

and stop natural disasters

schedules, and use geo-

before they get out of

fencing capabilities to

hand with smoke

ensure you’re never in the

detectors.

dark.

Motion
Sensors

Monitoring
Service

Stay alert, and help your

Increase your level of

alarm detect any

comfort with alarm

threatening movement

monitored protection

with motion sensors.

services. In an emergency,

These infrared beams

an alarm sounds to alert

sound your alarm

you. At the same time, 24/7

whenever a heat source

operators are instantly

from a human body

notified to send help. The

passes by, making it the

result? Protection that

perfect defense against

gives you true peace of

nighttime intruders.

mind.
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